
THE SPEED OF TRUST

Over two million copies sold. Stephen M. R. Covey shows how trustâ€”and the speed at which it is established with
clients, employees, and all stakeholdersâ€”is .

Yet some people can be basically honest but simply unreliable. On the other hand, if developed and leveraged,
that one thing has the potential to create unparalleled success and prosperity in every dimension of life. Read
More. Trust is more than a nice-to-have social virtue. Reliability is also a matter of trust. So, I guess that the
book could have been more effective if there is a portion on how to deal with boss who nitpick errors and how
to re-gain lost trust. However, even if we always work diligently, there will always come a time when we
commit mistakes. Duncan: What about the opposite effect? If you are not trusted by your boss, he will check
or will let your colleague check your work. While corporate scandals, terrorist threats, office politics, and
broken relationships have created low trust on almost every front, I contend that the ability to establish, grow,
extend, and restore trust is not only vital to our personal and interpersonal well-being; it is the key leadership
competency of the new global economy. A humble person is more concerned about what is right than about
being right, about acting on good ideas than having the ideas, about embracing new truth than defending
outdated position, about building the team than exalting self, about recognizing contribution than being
recognized for making it. You can have great software programs installed on your computer. As will be
apparent from that There's a certain formula to these business-guru books: checklist of improved ways of
working "4 cores" and "13 behaviours", check , strained acronyms "TASKS", check , a pseudo-scientific
formula leading to a spuriously calculated buzzphrase "trust tax", check , an overarching theme "5 waves of
trust", check and usually a magic-quadrant style diagram of some sort "Smart Trust", check , many supportive
personal examples from career and family definitely check! When trust goes up in a relationship, or on a team,
in a company, in an industry, with a client, with a customerâ€”speed goes up with it and cost comes down.
Stephen M. It goes on and on and on. In your work environment you can have world-class processes in place,
backed up by well-conceived procedures. However, the book did not talk much about how to re-gain trust
which can easily be lost in the day-to-day office environment. However, even if we always work diligently,
there will always come a time wh This book makes a lot of common sense. And suddenly the soft topic
becomes hard-edged, it becomes economic. Pexels Trust is the operating system of every relationship. Like a
ripple in the pond, The Speed of Trust begins within each of us personally, continues into our relationships,
expands into our organizations, extends into our marketplace relationships, and ultimately encompasses our
global society at large. He extends trust, he builds it fast, and he operates on that premise. Covey articulates
why trust has become the key leadership competency of the new global economy. Overall - I'd look for a
summary, or look at the author's website and skip the book. It undergirds and affects the quality of every
relationship, every communication, every work project, every business venture, every effort in which we are
engaged. But if strong trust is not part of the relationship it can never reach its full potential. Having said that,
there's nothing actually wrong with the central concepts - they're all laudable and sensible ideas, though
presented rather repetitively once you get to the third 'wave' you can pretty confidently predict everything
you're going to read next. And contrary to popular belief, trust is something you can do something about.
When trust erodes, speed drops and cost rises. When trust goes downâ€”in a relationship, on a team, in a
company, in an industry, with a customerâ€”speed decreases with it. So we took steps to prop it up. Covey
uncovers the overlooked and underestimated power of trust in a page-turning look into what he calls "the one
thing that changes everything. You see the impact of trust in schools. Check out my website or some of my
other work here.


